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Alabama Math, Science and
Technology Initiative

Vision
Become known as Alabama’s STEM
educator talent development system

Mission
To support Alabama educators and
students in learning STEM through
doing STEM
The Alabama Math, Science, and Technology Initiative (AMSTI)
is the Alabama Department of Education’s initiative
to improve STEM teaching statewide,
including improvements in the individual and integrated STEM
subjects.
AMSTI Provides Services Through:
On-Site Support
AMSTI provides on-site support, including coaching, that
ensures that instruction and assessment are being carried out
according to the overarching teaching and learning framework.
Professional Learning
AMSTI offers a variety of professional learning opportunities
for educators, including training in the science of learning, use
of the equipment and materials, up-to-date information, and
requested topics to help them to implement instruction and
assessment that supports student mastery of the Alabama
Courses of Study.
Equipment and Materials
AMSTI provides the equipment, materials, and lessons
necessary for teachers to deliver quality, hands-on lessons in
the core areas of math, science, and digital literacy &
computer science (DLCS).

Beliefs
Equity - ensuring learning
opportunities for all
Expertise - delivering content,
pedagogical knowledge,
and resources informed by
evidence of effective practice
Efficacy - maintaining high
expectations for staff
and stakeholders
Empowerment - building
sustainability and connecting
STEM providers in
Alabama communities
Engagement - learning by doing for
staff and stakeholders
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FY22 Budget and Funding
Legislative funding of AMSTI as a line item
began in FY2006.
AMSTI’s funding provides approximately $30
million statewide approximately $15 million for K-12 Math and
$15 million for K-12 Science.
There are 18 SDE staff members and
approximately 200 regional staff throughout
the 11 sites.
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On-Site Support
Takes place in school settings
Job-embedded learning & coaching
Daily contact with administrators, teachers &
lead teachers
On-site support is the key to changing
instructional practice according to research
AMSTI staff use research-based best
practices to provide on-site support at
schools
Provided by Regional Specialists and
Teachers-in-Residence (TIRs)

Site Specialists
Each of the 11 regional sites houses site specialists
who operate in the areas of K-5, 6-8, and 9-12 Math;
K-2, 3-5, 6-8 Science & DLCS; and 9-12 Biology,
Chemistry & Physics. These specialists provide
support to AMSTI teachers and schools.

***$1,104,238 from FY21's
Equipment & Materials budget
reallocated to the Onsite Support
portion of the FY22 budget.

The numbers below represent K-12 Math,
Science/DLCS site specialists' work (does not
include the TIR hours listed on the following page).

K-12 Site Specialists By the Numbers

13,186

13,952

6,661

724

HOURS

HOURS

HOURS

HOURS

Providing
Instructional
Support
(outside coching
cycles)

Leading
Professional
Learning

Coaching
Teachers
(coaching cycles
with teachers)

Supporting
PLCs
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On-Site Support
Teachers-in-Residence

The TIR program began in the fall of 2020. TIRs are working with K-5 Math teachers and administrators in
schools with 20%-46% Math proficiency (Spring 2019 testing). TIRs are providing coaching and
instructional support; leading professional learning/teacher training; and collaborating with school
administrators. TIRs continue to learn by attending Coaching Academies and participating in monthly
Coaching Communities/Meetings provided by AMSTI regional staff.
TIR Effects Data
Early Years (EY) Assessments Data for Spring 2021 has been reported to ALSDE and is being uploaded
into PowerSchool. This data can be disaggregated by classes whose teachers received support from an
AMSTI TIR. The Spring 2021 data provides a baseline for future analysis. AMSTI is currently developing
the programs necessary to analyze and report the results of the TIR Program.

TIRs By the Numbers

31

697

60

TIRS

TEACHERS

SCHOOLS

Teachers
in Residence

Working with
TIRs

Participating in
TIR Pilot

11

26

REGIONS

SPECIALISTS

Providing TIRs

Mentoring
Specialists
Supporting
TIRs

Daily Math Fluency
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In 2020-2021, AMSTI expanded a promising 2019-2020 pilot of hand2mind's Daily Math Fluency
kits into 24 K-5 schools. The purpose of the study was to measure the change in mathematical
fluency after students utilized the Daily Math Fluency kits. Mathematical fluency is important for
students to develop because it is an essential component of problem solving and mathematical
understanding.
The results of this study indicated a correlation between the use of Daily Math Fluency Kits and
improved post-test scores, especially in K-2nd grades. The expanded study in Alabama
strengthens the findings from the original pilot project study. The pre-tests and post-tests clearly
show that daily math fluency practice had a positive impact on student math proficiency,
particularly in grades K-2. As this expanded study illustrates, daily math fluency practice creates
a strong foundation in number sense and fluency, which is critical to students' long-term success
in mathematics.
Teachers participating in this study believe there is a need for effective fluency instruction in
every classroom and they overwhelmingly agreed that Daily Math Fluency practice was positively
impacting students' attitudes towards learning and their outcomes. All students need a strong
foundational number sense in order to be successful with higher-level mathematics and realworld problems. The results of this study indicate that daily math fluency practice helps students
develop critical thinking skills, strengthens their understanding of numbers and how they work
together, and builds confidence in learners.

605

639

424

573

472

336

# of students

Professional Learning
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Professional Learning provides ongoing and ondemand training for teachers in their subject
areas.
OSL continued virtual "Bite-Sized PD" as its
just-in-time support for LEAs this year. AMSTI
STAFF led 68 of these sessions which
accounted for 38% of all ALSDE sessions.
Kits, materials and resources are available for
teachers to use in their classrooms
immediately after completing the ongoing
courses.
#AMSTI4ALL is the new tiered delivery model
that extends AMSTI's reach into more schools.

Face to Face Professional Learning Summer 2021 by the Numbers

1,030

20,310

2,202

25,290

TEACHERS

HOURS

TEACHERS

HOURS

Attended Math
PD Sessions

Math
Continuing
Education

Attended
Science PD
Sessions

Science
Continuing
Education

Virtual Professional Learning Summer 2021 by the Numbers

566

1,349

1,463

4,156
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30

TEACHERS

HOURS

TEACHERS

HOURS

TEACHERS

HOURS

Attended Math
PD Sessions

Math
Continuing
Education

Attended
Science PD
Sessions

Science
Continuing
Education

Attended DLCS
PD Sessions

DLCS
Continuing
Education

Ongoing Professional Learning Courses
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MATH Professional Learning Courses
NUMBERS is a professional learning program for teachers of K-8 mathematics.
- A Voyager Sopris Learning product - Sister product to LETRS, adopted by ARI Topics: -Developing and Applying Conceptual Knowledge - Classroom Discussions - Problem-Solving
- Using MaterialsAMSTI Foundational Training is a standards-based training for mathematics teachers in grades K-12.
Developed by ALSDE AMSTI Staff Topics: -Course of Study Standards - Models and Representations - Effective Tasks - Analyzing Student Work Next Instructional Steps - Big Ideas in Each domain - Instructional Strategies
- Learning progressions across grade levelsExtended AMSTI Trainings are additional training courses for teachers of 6-12 mathematics.
Topics: - Calculator Training (6-12) - Developed by ALSDE AMSTI Staff Probability and Statistics (9-12) - How Alabama Course of Study Standards Improve ACT performance (9-12)
- Developed with Alabama A+ Education Partnership OGAP Training is based on The Ongoing Assessment Project, a formative assessment system based on math research.
Topics: - How Students Learn Specific Concepts - Common Errors Students Make
- Misconceptions that Interfere with Learning New Concepts and Solving Problems Customized Training & Support is provided upon teacher, school, or specialist request.
-In Person and Virtual via ALSDE Byte-sized PD Topics: - Number Talks - ACAP - Proficiency Scales (K-12) -

SCIENCE Professional Learning Courses
AMSTI Foundational Training is a standards-based training for science and mathematics teachers in grades K-12.
- Developed by ALSDE AMSTI Staff Topics: - Course of Study Standards-Effective Tasks - Analyzing Student Work - Science Notebooking
Next Instructional Steps - Big Ideas in Each domain - Instructional Strategies
- Learning Progressions Across Grade LevelsInstructional Lesson Training Courses provide training on the subject matter, instructional methods, and assessment
necessary for utilizing the instructional lessons for K-8 Science.
- 28 Instructional Units available - Standards-based and grade-level appropriate - Developed by ALSDE AMSTI Staff
Courses: - Physical Sciences - Life Sciences - Earth and Space Sciences Instructional Lesson Training Courses provide training on the subject matter, instructional methods, and assessment
necessary for utilizing the instructional lessons for 9 - 12 Science courses.
- 600+ instructional units available - standards-based and grade-level appropriate - delivered by ASIM AMSTI’s 9-12
Science Staff Courses: - Physics - Chemistry - Biology - Physical Science -

DLCS Professional Learning Courses
Digital Literacy and Computer Science support is provided by the K-8 Science specialists as applicable.
Topics may include: - DLCS Course of Study - Integration of Technology Tools into Instruction - Robotics
- Digital Citizenship - Future courses are being explored -

Professional Learning in Computer Science
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AMSTI CS Pilot - Spring 2021
Pilot Overview
To prepare educators for the implementation of Section 16-46B-2 of the Alabama Code 20222023 AMSTI partnered with educators in three regions to pilot EiE CS Essentials units. These
units allow K-5 educators who utilize AMSTI's engineering units to authentically integrate
Computer Science into their classrooms. A virtual PD workshop was conducted prior to
implementation.

Post-PD Workshop
Following the professional development workshop, educators felt prepared to
implement computer science.

Professional Learning in Computer Science continued
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Post-Unit Implementation
Most educators agreed that these units met their needs.
Educators rated their agreement with the following statements.
This unit was a valuable
use of instructional time.

“It was very beneficial to see how computers
help us in every day lives. It also meets many
of the CS standards.” (Analyzing Digital
Images)

This unit helped me meet
my computer science
standards.

The concepts presented
in this unit were
appropriate for my
students.

Strongly Disagree

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

“I was able to integrate this unit during
several content areas. One example is doing
the introductory texts as shared reading
during reading workshop.” (Creating
Animations)

Strongly Agree

Nearly all educators felt their students gained an understanding of several key computer science concepts.

Quotes From the Trenches:
“I was amazed at what they could do, and their enthusiasm for the subject was contagious. I would
like to get them this excited about other projects.”
“We are a fairly tech heavy school, and I use quite a bit of technology in our class. This helped them
see beyond just using a program or app to knowing how it works and how it is made.”
“They learned so much about the difference between what computers and people can do well. They
learned the basics of input and output for computers. They learned to make and code animations!”
“They benefitted by learning how computers work and about coding programs.”
“They learned more about computers and how to use computers to solve problems.”
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Equipment and Materials
Equipment and Materials supplies
teachers and students with resources
to which they otherwise would not
have access because of limited local
funds.
The legislature's investment in AMSTI
leverages $5.1 million in current fiscal
year funds to circulate and maintain
an approximately $77 million
inventory of resources.
The use of Lean Six Sigma operating
procedures has led to a $7M increase
in resources procured and maintained
through a budget that has decreased
by $700K in one year.

Equipment and Materials by the Numbers

15,352

6,071

818

124

89

KITS

TEACHERS

SCHOOLS

DISTRICTS

PERCENT

Kits Distributed

Teachers
Utilizing Kits

Public, Charter,
and Private
Schools Utilizing
Kits

Districts
Receiving Kits

Percent of Kits
Safely Being
Utilized During
the Pandemic
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Materials and Equipment Timeline
FY20

FY21

State Materials Manager

$1,104,238 from FY21's

The State Materials

Obtained Lean Six Sigma

Equipment & Materials

Manager will have

(L6σ ) Green Belt Certification

budget reallocated to the

obtained L6σ Black Belt

L6σ principles were

Onsite Support portion of the

Status.

immediately incorporated into

FY22 budget.

All 11 Site Materials

the management and

The reallocated funds were

Managers will have

operations of AMSTI

used to add additional

obtained L6σ Green Belt

Warehouses.

Regional Specialists to

Status.

Immediate and ongoing

provide in-classroom support

Recommendations from

accountability measures were

to teachers.

L6σ's Institutional Review

put into place.

Continuation of L6σ

of Materials and

A new site evaluation

principles utilized in the

Operations will be

schedule was put into place:

management and operations

strategically

All 11 sites to be

of AMSTI Warehouses.

implemented.

evaluated annually

State Materials Manager was

Warehouse Management

Follow-up evaluations to

in the process of obtaining

system, kit delivery/on-

be completed three

L6σ Black Belt Certification.

demand, and self-service

months after the initial

Materials and Operations

portal system will be

evaluation.

underwent an L6σ Institute

implemented in sites.

FY22

Review.
Site Materials Managers

Lean Six Sigma Belt Levels

received L6σ Green Belt
Training.
AMSTI-JSU, AMSTI-UM, &
AMSTI-AU piloted a new
warehouse management
system, kit delivery/ondemand, and self-service
portal.

Lean Six Sigma Belt
Descriptions
Master Black Belts train & coach black &
green belts. Operates at the Program Level.
Black Belts lead problem-solving projects.
Train & coach project teams. Primary focus
execution of projects.
Green Belts lead Green Belt projects. Assist
with data and collection for Black Belt
projects. Principally responsible for the
implementation of project aims.
Yellow Belts participate as project team
members. Review process improvements.
White Belts work in problem-solving teams.
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AMSTI ADDITIONAL HIGHLIGHTS

AMSTI has implemented 22
critical initiatives of its
strategic plan.

TEACHERS

AMSTI is collaborating with
R7CC on "Improving Evidencebased practices in K-5 Math".

AMSTI Professional Learning
ALSDE Staff serve on statewide
committees, workgroups & ongoing offerings qualify as "High-Quality
work with Public Consulting Group. Professional Development" for the
TEAMS Act.

TEACHERS

TEACHERS

Leading the Charge for
Digital Literacy and
Computer Science
Integration professional
development (coming soon).

AMSTI has created a bank of
formative assessment test
questions with Cognia.

AMSTI PRIORITIES
PROFICIENCY
SCALES
AMSTI has developed
proficiency scales for all
critical standards in all AMSTI
content areas for all grades
as well as a corresponding
instructional model.
AMSTI's support to LEAs on
the implementation of
proficiency scales is designed
to help teachers reach the
level of content and rigor
demanded in the standards so
students are successful when
testing.

COACHING
TEACHERS

AMSTI has developed a
coaching academy to equip
and support Teachers-inResidence and building-based
math coaches. Coaches
provide in class support to
teachers, participate in
Coaching Communities and
lead professional learning
opportunities in the schools.
AMSTI is utilizing
Monday.com to document
data from the coaching
process. Time spent
coaching, topics covered,
professional learning
provided and received are
recorded.

MENU OF
SERVICES
TEACHERS
AMSTI provides a menu of
services framework to district
leaders to discuss how LEA
needs may be met by AMSTI
professional learning,
educator support, and
instructional materials.
As funding allows, AMSTI
services will be provided to
both individuals and schools
based on the tiered models of
support described in the
individual content areas.
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